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PRESS RELEASE
Integral Awarded Best e-FX Distribution Platform by FXWeek
PALO ALTO, Calif. (July 10, 2017) — Integral (www.integral.com), the technology partner trusted by
leading banks, brokers, and asset managers to help them outperform their competition in the
foreign exchange market, has today received the Best e-FX Distribution Platform award from
FXWeek, the premier publication for global currency markets.
Integral BankFX is the most comprehensive distribution platform, enabling banks to service the
widest variety of customers wherever and whenever they trade. Bank e-FX teams can source the
liquidity from every available source, price every type of FX product, and distribute those prices
directly via custom GUI, API, or multi-bank platforms including FXAll, 360T, and Bloomberg. All this
without upfront costs, development time or project risks. This powerful cloud-based platform is the
industry’s only answer for FX institutions wanting to design and deliver complete solutions tailored
to their businesses.
“We are honored that for the second consecutive year Integral has received the prestigious FXWeek
award,” said Harpal Sandhu, CEO, Integral. “Integral won the Best e-FX Distribution Platform
because BankFX allows every bank regardless of size, reach, or budget to compete and win against
any and all competitors in the most challenging markets.”
As of 2017, over 60 leading banks price over 25,000 global end-users, including corporates, smaller
banks, private banks, margin brokers, and prime-of-prime brokers. These e-FX deployments operate
in complete compliance with the recently introduced FX global code of conduct and are able to
support their upcoming MiFID II requirements.
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###
About Integral
Integral is a financial technology company that helps our customers – banks, brokers, and asset managers –
outperform their competition in the foreign exchange market using our innovative solutions for workflow
management and advanced execution. This powerful cloud-based platform is the industry’s only answer for
FX institutions that want to design and deliver complete solutions tailored to their businesses. Our modern
approach of addressing the entire FX lifecycle with an intelligent platform allows our customers to achieve
the lowest transaction costs, greatest operational efficiency, and highest yield. Founded in 1993, Integral
maintains development, support, and sales offices in Palo Alto, New York, London, Tokyo, Singapore and
Bangalore.
Additional information is available at http://www.integral.com/bankfx

